SINGING WAITER ENTERTAINMENT
PERFORMANCE SCENARIOS & IDEAS
1 SINGING WAITER
One entertainer, posing as a maître d’hôtel, restaurant, or even banquet room. This
skilled performer is dressed as the head honcho, directing traffic, welcoming,
seating/napkin-ing guests as they are seated. He IS the go-to guy for the night. He can
be of ethnic origin, including Italian, French, Greek, American, Southern, British or
German. He appears to have all the credentials, right down to the name tag. Then, as
pre-determined, this employee transforms seamlessly into entertainer through dialogue
and then song.
SHOW LENGTH:
Show length depends on needs. Usually performed in one set from 10-30 minutes.
Additional options are always possible.
SHOW SONG MATERIAL:
Music can range from Jazz, Broadway to Opera or a combination.
2 SINGING WAITERS
Two Entertainers, posing as waiters or event staff. Personnel combinations can either be
2 Male Performers or 1 Female and 1 Male, giving a few more options than above.
SHOW SONG MATERIAL:
Jazz, Opera, Popera, Broadway. Some themed shows, including Phantom Of The Opera.
ADDITIONAL NOTES:
This show can be presented acoustically (without sound amplification) with attendees
less than 20 people, for those possibly hard to mic venues, or for a more intimate
presentation.
ACOUSTIC PIANIST:
For the ultimate in intimacy, add a live pianist to the show.
3 SINGING PERFORMERS/WAIT STAFF
Three entertainers pose as either waiters, banquet captains, attendees, chefs, party
crashers, event planners, security, etc. Infiltrating the staff as they see fit and then segue
into an unforgettable performance including laughter and accessible music, suitable for
all ages.
SHOW LENGTH:
Shows vary greatly in length and can be broken into sets to accommodate for awards,
meal service or balance.
SONG/SHOW MATERIAL
Each show is customized to fit in possible branding, conference message, company
slogan that can include custom song lyrics and specific dialogue.
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SONG/SHOW MATERIAL
Each show is customized to fit in possible branding, conference message, company
slogan that can include custom song lyrics and specific dialogue.
*This is the most flexible Singing Waiter show option available and can include
numerous song possibilities ranging from Jazz, Opera, Pop and Rock, taking the show
from stage to audience and back to the stage for the ultimate in fun audience participation,
keeping all your guests involved and entertained throughout.
SHOW LENGTH:
Standard cumulative show length is 25-30 minutes and can be increased to 50 minutes.

Some SINGING WAITER show options to consider:
Singing Waiters and a DIVA (Soprano):
A larger than life soprano enters the room.
The Singing Chef named Francois:
The next up-and-coming Food Channel addition.
The demure girl:
Pulled from the audience to sing.
The Singing Security Guards :
Reno 911 meets singing entertainment
Rat Pack/Mad Men Entertainment:
Singing Waiters segue into a period Rat Pack Inspired Show, reminiscent of
Frank, Dean and Sammy. Black Suits and all.
The Bond Show:
James Bond spies abound, bringing the cool. Complete with Dancers!
Patriotic Show:
Bring some Americana to your night. Inspirational and down right American.
Holiday Entertainment:
Singing Waiters provide a two fold night. The Singing Waiter surprise then segue
into special
Holiday
Songs to create just that right feel.
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